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Art in action

Innovative technology, ingeniously, presented

A spring-loaded hose that counteracts gravity and a water jet that works at high pressure.

Highflex ® has the most sophisticated spray the kitchen has ever seen. The perfect answer

for discerning people who love the unusual and have developed their own truly personal style.

Performance range.

As you move the lever, the integral low-pressure setting

switches automatically from a jet to a filtered stream.

When the lever is pressed down completely, it is in the

compressed jet position.
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Design by

Top models

Exquisite design, stylishly applied

The graceful elegance of the top-operated models leaves nothing to be desired.

The angled water jet complements the geometry of the minimalist design – and breathes

new life into the endless play of the water.

Attention to detail

Swiss quality, accurately finished

The harmony of the design is expressed in the precision of the workmanship. It is the small but important

differences that ensure that KWC ONO not only looks great but is technically great too.

As you like it

A soft, bubbling flow turns into swishing jets at the simple

press of a button.

Going places

Made of pure stainless steel, the stylish pull-out spray swivels to any

side and extends up 70cm.

Lever action.

The dainty operating lever is made of ultra-strong hardened stainless

steel and will carry on working perfectly for years to come.

Leadership style.

Ergonomics and elegance are the hallmarks of

the pull-down aerator in the side-operated lever mixer.

Seamlessly integrated in the spout, it can be pulled

down in a flash so you can move the spray about as

much as you like.

Pulling power

Pioneering ideas, timelessly interpreted

Easy to operate and hard to fault: at first sight the pull-down aerator is invisible,

but it means you can have complete freedom of movement whenever you need it.
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Help with the cleaning.

With KWC JETCLEAN technology,

limescale doesn’t have a chance.

The filter material is so soft

that the holes open automatically

when the water flows.

Where the water is very hard,

TURN AND CLEAN can help:

open the cover, clean the filter

and close it again. All done!


